Gerunds and infinitives

1. I use them ________________ to my
favorite songs and __________after work.

4.Hmmm...very interesting...I

2. If I had them, I would use them
____________________when I travel.

5. I use it ____________________

would use it __________________
_______________ for my house.

I have to run.

7. I use _________________ For
example, _________________ or
____________ at the supermarket.

8.This is very useful! I use it _____
____________________________
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3. I need it ______________with
people in various languages.

6. I want it _________________
TV series from around the world.

9. We use it ______________
______ when we work from home.

Match the gadgets and services to the pictures. Then listen and write what that they are used for.
digital pencil

smart speaker

video chatting service

3D printer

streaming service
earbuds

translator

smart glasses
digital pencil

Complete the sentences with your own ideas. Make sure to use gerunds or infinitives.
Eg. I just bought a smartphone. I need it for searching for information./ I use it to contact my friends.
1. I just bought…………………… I need ……………………………………………………………………………
2. I want ………………………I would use……………………………..……………………………………………
3. I love my ……………………… I use ………………………………………………………………………………
4. I dream about having …………………I would use ………………………………………………………………
5. I need ………………………………… I need ….in order to………………………………………………………

Answers
1 earbuds
2 smart glasses
3 translator
4 3D printer
5 smart watch
6 streaming service
7 smart speaker
8 digital pencil
9 video chatting service

1 I use them for listening to my favorite songs and for relaxing after work.
2 If I had them, I would use them to show me where to go when I travel.
3 I need it for communicating with people in various languages.
4 Hmmm...very interesting...I would use it to create decorations for my house.
5 I use it for checking how far I have to run.
6 I want it in order to watch TV series from around the world.
7 I use it to remind me to do things. For example, to do housework or to buy things at the supermarket.
8 This is very useful! I use it for taking notes and drawing pictures.
9 We use it for having online meetings when we work from home.

